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Consumer demand is the need for product characteristics expressed in their own words, which is the basis for producers to
develop product recommendations. �e extraction and analysis of consumer demands is the most critical input information in
quality function deployment (QFD), which has a signi�cant impact on the �nal prioritization of product technical features,
product optimization, and subsequent con�guration decisions in QFD, and is directly related to the success of product de-
velopment. However, the traditional QFD approach to demand analysis lacks reliability and feasibility, and its application often
requires time and labor costs that exceed the company’s actual capabilities. �erefore, this paper uses online reviews as the data
source and constructs a latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) topic model based on fuzzy sets to explore the consumer demand
information re�ected in user reviews.We also introduce the concept of word vector to improve the LDA topic model and compare
it with the traditional topic model to verify the performance of the model, so as to explore the consumer demand behavior more
accurately and e�ciently.

1. Introduction

In an increasingly competitive market, the consumer oc-
cupies an increasingly active position in the comparison of
buyer and seller relationships. Only those companies that are
able to capture consumer demand and improve consumer
satisfaction while reducing production costs will be able to
gain a larger consumer market and improve their com-
petitiveness. In order to develop products that satisfy con-
sumers, the quality function development model, which is
based on the idea of con�guring product functions to meet
consumer demands, has been widely disseminated and
applied. How to apply the theoretical quality function de-
ployment (QFD) to actual production and how to e�ectively
improve the popularity of new products in the market is the
key to the successful application of QFD [1] and the basic
requirement for developing the corresponding product
recommendation strategies. However, due to the ambiguity,
uncertainty, and imprecision of consumer demand infor-
mation and product technical attributes, QFD often faces a
fuzzy and uncertain environment. In the practical

application of QFD, it is di�cult to handle the ambiguity and
uncertainty of various input information due to the di�erent
judging criteria and the di�culty in testing consistency.
�ese shortcomings seriously hinder the grasp of consumer
demand behavior and also cause great trouble on how to
make e�ective product recommendation.

In the context of big data era, di�erent scholars have
many di�erent de�nitions of big data, but it is generally
agreed that big data is a general term for information that
is large in quantity, variety, speed, and value [2]. Big data
generally originates from human beings and is the in-
formation about their behavior such as logging in,
shopping, and commenting when they consume or
browse websites online. Big data also serves human
beings by data mining and analysis of massive data, so
that the valuable information contained in the data can
be extracted from the disorganized data, thus making
data available for people. Data mining technology refers
to the process of �nding valuable hidden information
from data by building algorithmic models [3]. Data
mining is fact-oriented, and marketing, �nance,
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intelligent detection, and other fields can use data mining
tools to study demand information and to obtain the real
consumer relationship and behavior strategy, which is
helpful for enterprises to grasp the market trend and
make targeted strategies [4].

Considering the background of data mining, this paper
attempts to use consumer comments in radio stations as the
data source and use fuzzy set-based data mining technology
to deeply analyze consumer behavior, so as to obtain the key
input information in QFD and build QFD models to enrich
the application and improvement of related research, thus
providing technical support for consumer demand behavior
mining and product recommendation.

2. Literature Review

We review the literature in terms of both consumer demand
behavior and data mining techniques, with a view to pro-
viding theoretical support for the application of data mining
techniques in online product review analysis.

2.1. Consumer Demand Behavior: Perspective from Quality
Function Deployment. QFD plays an important role in
understanding consumer demand behavior, which is defined
as “the systematic calculation of the relationship between
consumer demands and product characteristics, the de-
composition of consumer demands into corresponding
product technical characteristics, and then the distribution
of the product production process to meet consumer de-
mands through functional deployment, while achieving
quality standards of the product” [5]. (e most distinctive
feature of QFD is that it requires companies to design and
integrate technical features of the product while analyzing
consumer demands, so that the product is preferred by
consumers.

(e house of quality (HoQ) is the core of QFD, which
integrates consumer demands with technical characteristics
of the product and calculates the degree of correlation be-
tween consumer demands and technical characteristics by
creating a matrix to determine consumer satisfaction and
improve the technical characteristics of the product. Nor-
mally, the HoQ is divided into left wall, roof, ceiling, room,
and floor, and the details of the five sections are as follows.
(e left wall contains information about consumer de-
mands, including consumer demand categories and con-
sumer demand weights [6]. (e corresponding consumer
demands and the importance of each consumer demand can
be filtered out through consumer research. (e ceiling
section is the technical characteristics of the product, which
are related to consumer demands and can be described in
verbal and quantitative form.(e roof section is built on top
of the ceiling and represents the autocorrelation between the
technical characteristics of the product. Due to the differ-
ences in the level of technology and design methods in the
product development process, the technical characteristics
of the product may be included in each other, which needs to
ensure the scientific rationality of the calculation. (e room
section represents the correlation matrix between the

consumer demands and the technical characteristics of the
product. By establishing the correlation matrix, the final
importance of each technical characteristic can be obtained,
which provides important information for the extension of
the QFD. (e flooring part is calculated by integrating the
abovementioned house of quality information to assign the
importance of technical characteristics from the perspective
of maximizing consumer satisfaction, which can be used as a
reference for further product improvement [7].

2.1.1. Analysis of Consumer Demands and Determination of
Weights. In the QFD model, consumer demand infor-
mation is the primary key input information, which has a
decisive influence on the subsequent product function
development research. In order to accurately obtain the
importance of consumer demands, companies can pur-
posefully develop and design new products to improve
consumer satisfaction by introducing new products, so as
to occupy the market and improve their competitiveness.

In order to obtain consumer demands before product
development, most of the studies use market research
methods to collect consumer demand information. Usually,
the initial consumer demands collected are fragmented and
not easy to analyze. Hierarchical analysis or the Kano model
is often used to classify and refine consumer demands. In
determining the weight of consumer demands, scholars
often use “necessity” or “importance” to express consumer
demands, which is then converted into a precise value to
calculate the importance of consumer demands. Tradi-
tionally, scaling is used to calculate the importance of
consumer demands, where consumers are asked to use a
numerical scale between 1 and 7 to determine the impor-
tance of their needs, and then arithmetic averaging is done.
Other studies have used the AHP method to calculate
consumer demand weights. When determining the im-
portance of consumer demands, the traditional proportional
scaling method is less accurate and less consistent, and the
overall satisfaction is more inaccurate, while the AHP
method can hierarchize the consumer demands and improve
the accuracy of the calculation results, which is widely used
in QFD studies [8].

It can be seen that the current researchmainly focuses on
the ambiguity of user descriptions as an important output of
QFD, andmost of the data sources are from survey methods.

2.1.2. Analysis of Technical Characteristics and Determina-
tion of Importance. After the information about consumer
demands is input into the QFD, information about the
product technical characteristics (TCs) is entered next. It is
necessary to analyze the relationship between consumer
requirement specification (CRs) and TCs. In the traditional
quality function development method, the expert evaluation
information is often used to express the correlation between
CRs and TCs and each TC in a proportional scale. Similarly,
researchers developed a multiobjective optimization model
to obtain the functional relationship between CRs and TCSs
and build the correlation matrix [9]. However, the corre-
lations between CRs and TCs and the autocorrelations
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among TCs are often uncertain and ambiguous. (erefore,
some studies developed an integrated two-step model based
on fuzzy-AHP and TOPSIS methods to determine the
correlations, first analyzing the structural components of the
correlations using fuzzy hierarchical analysis and deter-
mining the magnitude of the correlations between CRs and
the corresponding correlated TCs. (e second part uses the
TOPSIS method to calculate the final ranking of each TC. In
addition, some studies used fuzzy linear regression for the
calculation of the relationship matrix, using asymmetric
triangular fuzzy numbers to describe the relationship co-
efficients and the optimal linear regression model to find the
relationship matrix [10]. However, this linear regression
method does not solve the problem of ambiguity in the
relationship, and the relationship is more nonlinear. (e
neural network model is trained to adjust the activation
function of the hidden layer neurons to obtain the mapping
function that can reflect the relationship between consumer
demand and product technical characteristics.

(e analysis of the final priority of technical charac-
teristics includes the following [11]. Firstly, we construct the
HoQ model and input the consumer demands and their
weights, the types of relevant technical characteristics that
can satisfy these demands, the correlation matrix between
consumer demands and product technical characteristics,
and the autocorrelation between product characteristics.
(en, the correlation between consumer demands and
technical characteristics is further explored, taking into
account the product positioning, enterprise resource allo-
cation, and market competition. (en, we can classify the
basic importance of TCs and consider the correlation
miningmethods such as TOPSIS, so that the QFDmodel can
produce the final priority of TCs that can satisfy the con-
sumer demands and improve the performance of the
company to guide the production and development of new
products [12]. It can be seen that the analysis of technical
characteristics is mainly focused on the study of the rela-
tionship between consumer demands and technical char-
acteristics and the study of the autocorrelation of technical
characteristics.

2.1.3. QFDMethods in Fuzzy Environments. QFD can make
effective planning in early product design to avoid re-
work and repetitive work in late product development,
but most of the data available to companies are vague and
imprecise [13]. Specifically, the following are manifested.
(1) When users express their needs for products, the
descriptions are generally less professional and more
emotional, such as “nice,” “suitable,” “like,” and so on.
(2) (e importance of consumer demands is usually
expressed in the natural language form of “must,” “av-
erage,” and “indifferent.” (3) (e relationship matrix and
the correlation matrix are obtained through subjective
evaluation by the QFD expert team, and the results of the
evaluation are mostly expressed as “strong relationship,”
“weak relationship,” and so on. (4) (e evaluation of the
product by users and the evaluation of the technical
characteristics of the product by engineers are generally

expressed in terms of “good,” “very good,” “better,” and
so on. Most of the commonly used methods quantify
these evaluation information by precise numbers, which
do not reflect the complexity and ambiguity of natural
language. Many of these expressions are qualitative,
making it difficult to be precise about the evaluation. It is
not reasonable to use only a definite number to represent
such evaluation. Fuzzy theory can be applied to natural
language information, and it can quantify the subjective
natural language, so that the uncertainty of evaluation
information can be more reasonably expressed.

It is difficult to precisely characterize text-based lin-
guistic information due to the complexity of consumer
demand. (erefore, most of the current studies use a
quantitative form to numerically analyze the degree of user
preferences and calculate the importance of different de-
mands based on the results of users’ scoring of different
types of demands [14]. (erefore, the semantic analysis
method to deal with the ambiguity in QFD has become a new
feasible idea [15]. (erefore, introducing the theory of fuzzy
sets into QFD, i.e., quality function configuration in a fuzzy
environment, has far-reaching significance for the theo-
retical research and practical application of QFD.

2.2. Data Mining and Online Review. In the context of big
data era, discovering and utilizing competitive intelli-
gence from massive amounts of data to support decision
making is an important issue for businesses and indi-
viduals. (e huge amount of online review data accu-
mulated on the Internet is an important data source for
consumers and businesses to obtain information.
However, online reviews present a multisource hetero-
geneous distribution, huge data volume, and redundancy
and do not support retrieval, which brings great chal-
lenges to the organization and utilization of online re-
view information in the big data environment; moreover,
users have different information needs, some users are
concerned about price, some users are concerned about
performance, and the current research related to online
review display methods and review usefulness ranking is
consistent with the default consumer demands without
considering users’ personalized needs; in addition, the
demand for intelligent information services in the era of
artificial intelligence has become more and more urgent,
and the existing research on online reviews is not deep
enough and lacks systematic representation and mod-
eling of online review.

(e overall characteristics of online reviews are as fol-
lows: massive data, unstructured, and much mineable in-
formation. Different types and domains of comments have
their own characteristics, and different data mining models
need to be tailored to specifically address different comment
corpora. Generally speaking, there are several text mining
techniques as follows.

2.2.1. Word Splitting. Word splitting is the process of
rearranging words to form word order according to certain
norms [16]. Chinese word separation refers to the process of
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dividing consecutive combinations of Chinese characters
into words according to certain norms and guidelines.
Chinese word separation is the basic work of text mining and
one of the key technical steps of natural language processing.
(e result of word separation determines the results and
quality of the subsequent analysis and is therefore extremely
important. For Chinese, it is more difficult than for English
because of the basic grammatical peculiarities, as well as the
blurring of word boundaries, word ambiguities, unregistered
words, missing separators, and so on. For example, a cell
phone product review with the content "Huawei mate40
battery drains super fast" can be divided into "Huawei
mate40," "battery," "drains," "super," and "fast."

Currently, there are three basic word separation algo-
rithms: string matching-based word separation, compre-
hension-based word separation, and statistical-based word
separation. According to whether the word separation
process is combined with the lexical annotation process, they
can be divided into simple word separation and combined
word separation and annotation methods [17].

2.2.2. Text Clustering. Text clustering refers to the process
of dividing text data into different classes or clusters.
Specifically, text clustering can be explained as assuming
that there are N texts in a dataset, and the dataset con-
taining N texts is divided into M clusters according to a
certain clustering rule, and the documents in the same
cluster are similar, while the documents in different
clusters have significant differences. (e principle of text
clustering is that the similarity of similar documents is
greater and the similarity of different classes of documents
is smaller. To determine the category of a text based on the
relationship between content and structure of the text, it
can help to explore the internal information of the text.
Text clustering is divided into five steps: text pre-
processing, text model representation, calculation of text
similarity, selection of clustering algorithm, and infor-
mation organization navigation. (ere are many kinds of
algorithms for text clustering, and LDA topic model is a
more commonly used clustering algorithm [18].

LDA topic model is a Bayesian generative model with
three levels: feature words, topics, and documents. Among
them, topics can be discovered through documents and
individual documents can be annotated with topic tags. In
general, the way the LDA topic model generates documents
follows the following steps [19]. First, a topic is selected with
a specific probability, and then a word is selected again with a
specific probability under that topic, so that the first word of
the document can be generated, and the above selection
process is repeated N i times to obtain the complete doc-
ument, which contains N i words. When applied in practice,
the generation process of the LDA topic model is not taken
seriously. Instead, its inverse process is more important, i.e.,
finding the topics contained in a complete document and the
words contained under each topic.

In this paper, we adopt a semi-supervised learning
method for feature extraction based on the LDA topic
model, which is a bag-of-words model that considers a

paragraph to be composed of a set of words, where the order
of words is arbitrary. (e LDA topic model is to give the
topic of each sentence with certain probability.

3. Methodology

(e extraction and analysis of user demands is the most
critical input information in QFD, which has an important
impact on the final prioritization of product technical fea-
tures, product optimization, and subsequent configuration
decisions in QFD, and is directly related to the success of
product development. We propose an integrated LDA-
Word2vec to explore consumer demands by building a data
mining model and feature engineering, using a combination
of data mining and sentiment dictionary modeling methods
to explore users’ needs. In this sense, the topic clustering
results are more accurate, the topic words are more com-
prehensive and the topic confusion is lower compared with
the traditional topic model, and the above improvements are
demonstrated by simulation studies.

3.1. Construction of LDA Topic Model. We adopt the LDA
topic model to explore consumer demands, which is a
document topic generation model that can effectively se-
mantically analyze online review data to build a topic model
containing various feature information, and then perform
feature analysis to obtain user need information [20].

(e topic model is the most used generative model in the
field of text topic mining, which considers each document as
a combination of probability distributions of multiple topics,
each of which contains keywords that reflect the topic in-
formation. (e model, consisting of three Bayesian models,
builds two generative models, text-topic and topic-word,
and describes the process of text-topic-word generation in
the form of probability distributions. Figure 1 shows the
structure of the topic model.

α⟶ θm⟶Zm,n denotes that when the mth document
is generated, the text-topic distribution m is first extracted,
and then the topic number Zm,n is generated for the nth word
in the document.

β⟶Φk⟶Wm,n denotes the selection of the topic-
word probability distribution with number k�Zm,n to
generate the word Wm,n, which is the nth word of the mth
document.

α⟶ θm is the Dirichlet distribution, θm⟶Zm,n is
the polynomial distribution, and the overall composition
of the Dirichlet-multinomial conjugate distribution,
through the characteristics of the conjugate distribution,
can be calculated to obtain the text-subject probability
distribution as

p(z
⇀

|α⇀) � 
M

m�1
p z
⇀

m|α⇀  � 
M

m�1

Δ n
⇀

m|α⇀ 

Δ(α⇀)
. (1)

In addition, since β⟶φk⟶Wm,n|k�Zm,n, at this time,
β⟶φk and φk⟶wk are also a Dirichlet-multinomial con-
jugate structure. (us, the probability distribution of the subject
terms is obtained as follows:
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Combining the above equations, we obtain the joint
distribution:
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(e Gibbs sampling algorithm is an algorithm used to
construct a Markov chain that converges to a certain dis-
tribution and belongs to theMCMC algorithm. Suppose that
the subject of the ith word in corpus z is zi, where i= (m, n)
corresponds to the nth word of the mth document, and −i
denotes the word with subscript. According to the Gibbs
algorithm, we want to compute the conditional distribution
corresponding to any coordinate axis i:

p zi � k|z
⇀

−i, w
⇀

 ,

p zi � k, wi � i|z
⇀

−i, w−i

⇀
 .

(4)

(e posterior distribution (θm and φk) is further
obtained:

p θ
⇀
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⇀
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⇀
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(5)

We finally obtain the Gibbs formula for the LDA model:

p zi � k|z
⇀
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  �
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K
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(t)
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·
n
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V
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. (6)

According to the above formula, the LDA model can be
trained by Gibbs sampling algorithm. ①Random initiali-
zation: each word w is randomly assigned a topic number z.
②For each word w, the topic is re-sampled and its topic
number is updated.③(e above process is repeated until the
predefined parameters converge. ④(e topic word distri-
bution matrix of the corpus is output. (e final LDA topic
model is obtained, which contains several topics and the
corresponding topic words.

3.2. Improvement of Topic Model Based on Word2vec.
LDA models have been applied to topic clustering and
feature extraction; however, because there are a large
number of similar words in Chinese, the traditional word
sense expression models ignore the similarity between close
words. On the other hand, the “bag-of-wordsmodel” in LDA
considers that each word exists separately and ignores the
association between words, which is an area where LDA
models need to be improved. In order to improve the LDA
model, this paper introduces the concept of word vectors
and uses Word2vec, a neural network model, for word
vectorization. By combining the LDA model and word
vector model, the W-LDA model is constructed to extract
topics and subject words by integrating the probability in-
formation of subject words and word sense correlation.

Unlike the LDA model, the Word2vec model allows two
semantically similar words to have a higher similarity value
in mathematical expression, takes into account the con-
nection between sentence contexts, and provides more ac-
curate semantic analysis. (e network structure of
Word2vec model is shown in Figure 2.

In order to further clarify the implied semantic rela-
tionships among the topic corpus, this paper uses Word2vec
to transform the T-W distribution matrix into a T-WV
(topic-word vector) distribution matrix by constructing
word vectors, so as to obtain a more accurate topic distri-
bution according to the quantized column order. (e
completed word vector model can be further used to expand
the topic words and improve the distribution of topic words
in each topic.

We constructs a W-LDA model integrating LDA topic
model and Word2vec word vector model to perform topic
clustering, and the whole process is shown in Figure 3.

(e objective function of the CBOWmodel is as follows:

L � 
w∈C

logp(w|Context(w)), (7)

where p(w|Context(w)) denotes the index of word w in the
dictionary D.

Finally, Word2vec can be used to expand the subject
words. (e algorithm mainly uses the Word2vec model to
obtain the vectorized output of the T-W matrix and sets a
reasonable vector dimension according to the need. After
obtaining the word vectors of all the corpus, the subject
words in each topic are matched by the similarity calculation
of the word vectors to obtain more subject words. (is
approach is feasible because it can retain the important
semantic information in the topics obtained from the LDA

α

β φκ

Zm,n

Wm,n

θm

nε [I, Nm]

mε [I, M]

κε [I, K]

Figure 1: LDA topic model.
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model, keep the topic content unchanged, and significantly
expand the topic information. In this way, more accurate
topic clustering results are obtained.

We also use the perplexity index to verify the reliability
of the model. (e perplexity value of the model is the en-
tropy value of the model, and the lower the perplexity of the
model, the better the prediction of the sample.(e perplexity
of the LDA thematic model is calculated as follows:

Perplexity(D) � exp −


M
d�1 logp wd( 


M
d�1 Nd

 , (8)

where D denotes the test set in the corpus with M docu-
ments,Nd denotes the number of words in each document d,
wd denotes the words in document d, and p(wd) is the
probability that word wd is generated in the document. A
comparison of the confusion level using the improvedmodel
and the traditional topic model is considered to analyze the
differences between them.

(is paper introduces the word vector model Word2vec
on the basis of the traditional LDA topic model in order to
overcome the problems of low classification accuracy and
large topic word clustering error of the traditional theme
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Figure 2: (e network structure of Word2vec.
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model, but the performance is subject to further experi-
mental analysis.

4. Discussion and Results

We collected a total of more than 40,000 product reviews in
the electronics category on https://Jingdong.com, and after
data preprocessing, we construct an improvedW-LDA topic
model to obtain topics and related topic words and compare
it with the traditional LDA model to verify the effectiveness
of the W-LDA model.

In the topic model, there are two key parameters: α and
β. (e choice of α is related to the number of topics; gen-
erally, α� 50/K, K is the number of topics, and β is a fixed
value of 0.01. By setting different K values, the optimal
settings of α and β can be determined. Next, the lexicon
required for the topic model is constructed for the text data,
and the text data are vectorized and transformed using the
annotation method. As many topics as possible can be se-
lected to provide more space for the subsequent selection of
topics. (e initial topic distribution is obtained through
model training by setting K� 50 and iterations� 200.

To verify the scientific validity of the improved model,
the magnitude of perplexity is calculated separately for the
traditional topic model and the improved topic model. (e
confusion values are calculated separately, and Figure 4
shows the comparison of the confusion degree between
the improved LDA model and the traditional model.

(e perplexity of the improved LDA model is always
lower than that of the traditional LDA, indicating that the
W-LDA model constructed in this paper has superior
performance. In practical applications, the number of topics
is usually chosen between 10 and 30.

In short, the Word2vec model can better express the
correlation between words and reflect the uniqueness and
professionalism of the corpus; more importantly, it can
model the consumer preferences of different types of
products and calculate the corresponding weights, which
provides technical support for accurate product recom-
mendation strategies.

In order to analyze the sentiment of consumer reviews to
obtain quantitative consumer satisfaction and to determine
the fuzzy set classification according to the change of

satisfaction of different consumer demands, this paper
constructs a fuzzy set model from the perspective of text-
based consumer reviews. (e vector model of consumer
demand satisfaction based on fuzzy sets is shown in Figure 5.

Finally, we still used the same corpus to compare the
fuzzy set-based consumer demand satisfaction vector model
with the traditional vector model based on the consumer
satisfaction model. Given the performance requirements of
the fuzzy set-based model for the running system envi-
ronment, we also examine the simulation of different models
for consumer demand weights at different performance
levels.

Figures 6 and 7 show the simulation of consumer de-
mand weights at different performance levels. In this case,
the red line represents the model proposed in this paper,
while the blue line represents the traditional model. It can be
found that the model proposed in this paper exhibits a
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higher degree of fit, as well as stability, both at low per-
formance levels and at high performance levels.

5. Conclusion

(e development of artificial intelligence technology in the
context of the big data era corresponds to the application of
data mining technology. (e innovation of data mining is
achieved through deep learning of machines, which is
mainly manifested in deep mining of complex, random and
irregular data information, and then obtaining information
with certain concealment and a large amount of valuable
information clues. From the technical point of view, data
mining technology can discover and explore the value and
potential of information itself; from the business point of
view, it can bring huge profits and economic benefits to
enterprises, thus achieving efficient and stable development
of enterprises. However, at present, the data source of
consumer demand behavior is single, the amount of data is
small, and the collection cost is high, which leads to the
traditional data mining technology being more limited in
this field.

(erefore, this paper analyzes consumer demand based
on online reviews: in order to obtain qualitative demand
information in QFD, this paper firstly takes online reviews as
the data source from the perspective of consumers, intro-
duces the concept of word vector, and constructs an LDA
topic model based on Word2vec to extract user review
information from the perspective of machine learning.
Secondly, this paper adopts the fuzzy set method to con-
struct a consumer satisfaction model and compare it with
the traditional topic model to verify the performance im-
provement of the model and extract the customer demand
information more accurately and efficiently. (e findings
not only extend the research related to QFD but also enrich
the application of data mining technology in the field of

consumer demand behavior prediction and provide tech-
nical support for the formulation of product recommen-
dation strategies.

In conclusion, this paper provides a new algorithm and
model for the application of data mining technology in the
field of product reviews, which is of great value for capturing
changes in consumer demand behavior and formulating
corresponding product recommendation strategies.

However, it should be noted that this paper also has the
following shortcomings. First, the model proposed in this
paper has only been tested on a small sample, and the sample
scope can continue to be expanded in the future. Secondly,
how to identify the usability and usefulness of online
product reviews is an important direction for future re-
search. Finally, the fuzzy set theory in the field of data
mining with applications still has a lot of room for im-
provement, and future research can further consider the data
mining potential of the sub-theory fuzzy lattice of fuzzy sets.
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